
See the "Bosch 24 lb Fuel Injector - Blue Top (Bosch #
0-280-150-947)" for your favorite. Here you will find reasonable how
to and details many special offers.

The 24 LB Bosch blue-top injector is used in many high performance vehicles which require a good
amount of fuel. This fuel injector is most commonly used on Ford Mustangs, and other domestic V
8\'s, which require a healthy amount of fuel. This is a genuine Bosch fuel injector , Bosch part number
0-280-150-947 / Ford part # F1TE-D5A. Sold individually, so be sure to order enough for your
application. We use this particular Bosch injector on modified E3 6 M 3 BMWs, which require more
fuel to balance the air/fuel ratio after adding modifications such as cold air intake, cams, headers, etc.
During our own testing we found the stock BMW injectors reach their limits with only a few
modifications (intake, HFM, and basic chip). Anything more than these basic upgrades and you will
need larger injectors. In the packages and kits we have developed we found the 24# pound fuel
injector to be ideal not too large and not too small. With the correct software you can run your engine
without fear of the mixture being too lean. This is the fuel injector we use in our 3.2 OBD-II kits as well
as in our 3.0/3.2 OBD-I systems. This injector, and the software we have developed when using them,
are designed for the E3 6 M 3 BMWs only (We have not seen a reason to use them on a E3 6 325 or
328).

Make the Most of "Bosch 24 lb Fuel Injector - Blue Top (Bosch #
0-280-150-947)"..All, we hope that to shop online of Find discount
price & Deals! online price now!.

On Sale for low price discount Reviews And best price sale for the best price "Bosch 24 lb Fuel Injector - Blue
Top (Bosch # 0-280-150-947)" for sales check it befor buy you can see reviews customers online but you do
not know where to buy? cheap price "Bosch 24 lb Fuel Injector - Blue Top (Bosch # 0-280-150-947)" For
Discount Get Online Reviews Discount for more you have to understand to get the most effective deal.

The 24 LB Bosch blue-top injector is used in many high performance vehicles which require a good
amount of fuel. This fuel injector is most commonly used on Ford Mustangs, and other domestic V
8\'s, which require a healthy amount of fuel. This is a genuine Bosch fuel injector , Bosch part number
0-280-150-947 / Ford part # F1TE-D5A. Sold individually, so be sure to order enough for your
application. We use this particular Bosch injector on modified E3 6 M 3 BMWs, which require more
fuel to balance the air/fuel ratio after adding modifications such as cold air intake, cams, headers, etc.
During our own testing we found the stock BMW injectors reach their limits with only a few
modifications (intake, HFM, and basic chip). Anything more than these basic upgrades and you will
need larger injectors. In the packages and kits we have developed we found the 24# pound fuel
injector to be ideal not too large and not too small. With the correct software you can run your engine
without fear of the mixture being too lean. This is the fuel injector we use in our 3.2 OBD-II kits as well
as in our 3.0/3.2 OBD-I systems. This injector, and the software we have developed when using them,
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are designed for the E3 6 M 3 BMWs only (We have not seen a reason to use them on a E3 6 325 or
328).

Bosch 24 lb Fuel Injector - Blue Top (Bosch # 0-280-150-947) SEE BEST PRICE FOR SALE CLICK!
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